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NASHUA 357 WATERPROOF CLOTH TAPE 
 
 
DESCRIPTION:  A high performance waterproof cloth tape made by laminating 
    a polyethylene film to a tough cloth fabric and coating with a 
    premium quality heavy natural rubber based adhesive. The 
    adhesive coating is carried out by using an exclusive “Double 
    pass system.” Colours: Black, White, Silver & Olive Drab 
 
 
 
PERFORMANCE  Superior tensile strength and aggressive adhesion for the most 
FEATURES:   demanding applications. Tape hangs straight, does not curl and 
    unwinds cleanly to be very user friendly in handling and 
    applying. 
 
 
 
TECHNICAL   Thickness:   - 0.33mm ±10% 
SPECIFICATIONS:  Adhesion:   - 530gm/cm 
    Tensile Strength:  - 6.26Kg/cm 
    Elongation:   - 20% 
    Temperature Resistance: - 93°C (max) 
 
 
 
SIZES AVAILABLE:  48mm x 25M BK/WH/SL 72mm x 40M BK/SL only 
    24mm x 40M BK/WH/SL 96mm x 40M BK only 
    48mm x 40M BK/WH/SL             Olive Drab cut to order 
    48mm x 10m BK only 
 
 
APPLICATIONS:  Used widely in the USA as an air-conditioning duct tape. Highly 
    recommended for air tight seals in asbestos removal and for 
    waterproof packaging. Nashua 357 is the industry standard in 
    the Film, T.V, Music and general entertainment industries where 
    it is commonly known as “Gaffer Tape.” It is used in these 
    industries to secure cables to floors, carpets and other surfaces 
    for safety reasons. In Motor Sports 357 is known as “Race 
    Tape”-(car racing), “100mph Tape”-(Speedboat Racing) and 
    “200mph Tape”-(Motorcycle Racing) & Airframe tape (Aircraft  
    Industry). 
 
 
 

The above information is given in good faith for guidance only and not specification purposes.  All data is based upon  
average values, the Purchaser shall be responsible for determining the suitability of this product for their purposes. 
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